
        
      
      
        
          
            
            
          
          
            
              
            
          
        
      


      
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
            

            
              
                Guilt-free indulgence. Sweetness without the
                sacrifice.
              

              
                DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose tastes like sugar, with a
                fraction of the calories.
              

            

            
              
                Request a sample
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        Exceptional taste, great texture

        
          
            
              DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose is a low-calorie sweetening ingredient of
              plant-based origin that provides bulk and sweetness similar to
              sugar.
            

          

          
            
              Because of its sugar-like taste and performance in formulations,
              DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose can be used in a wide range of applications
              requiring a reduction of sugar and calories without impacting
              other product attributes.
            

            
              DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose is highly soluble and compatible with
              gelling agents like pectin and gelatin, and is available in both
              crystalline and syrup forms. Its versatility, consumer-friendly
              labelling, sweetness and appealing texture make it an ideal choice
              for low-calorie chocolates, gummies, vitamin gummies and dietary
              supplements, baked goods and more.
            

          

          
            
              DOLCIA PRIMA® ALLULOSE BENEFITS
            

            	
                [image: ]
                90% fewer calories than sugar
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                Exempt from labelling as “Sugars” and “Added Sugars” on the
                  Nutrition Facts Panel
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                Not metabolized and causes no increase in blood glucose or
                  blood insulin levels
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                Delivers the physical properties of sugars and combines well
                  with other sweeteners
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                Tate & Lyle is a leader in capacity and the only US-based
                  producer of both crystalline and syrup forms
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          Applications

          DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose has a wide range of food and
            beverage applications.
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            CONFECTIONERY
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            BAKED GOODS
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            NUTRITION BARS
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              VITAMIN GUMMIES AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
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            BEVERAGES
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            DAIRY & FROZEN DAIRY
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            MEAL REPLACEMENTS

          

        

      


      
      
        
          
            The Tate & Lyle Difference

            
              With Tate & Lyle’s increased supply, you’ll get the
              DOLCIA PRIMA® Allulose solutions you need when you need them. By
              partnering with Tate & Lyle, you also get access to dedicated
              experts across different areas of the business who act as an
              extension of your team and will help you:
            

          

          
            
              LEAD WITH INSIGHT

              
                A team of leading food scientists, nutritionists and market
                experts at Tate & Lyle will provide you with knowledge and
                insights you need to position your product as a leader in the
                marketplace.
              

            

            
              LABEL WITH CONFIDENCE

              
                As our partner, you'll get comprehensive ingredient reputation
                management and regulatory guidance so you can meet legal
                requirements while creating a trusting and enduring relationship
                with your consumers.
              

            

            
              LAUNCH WITH SPEED

              
                Our experts provide the formulation excellence you need to
                balance technical requirements with consumer desires, so you can
                go to market quickly.
              

            

          

        

      


      
        
          REQUEST A FREE SAMPLE TODAY and see for yourself why DOLCIA PRIMA®
          Allulose is the sweetest solution to your formulation challenges.
        

        *Indicates required field

        
        
        
          
            Ingredient availability and nutritional declaration varies from country to country; we recommend reviewing your local regulation.
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          For over 160 years, we’ve been helping our customers make food healthier and tastier.
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